


The Minolta SR System: 
When you start with something great 

The Minolta SR System of 
35mm photography is one of the 
great ones. Great because it 
starts with the Minolta SR-T 101, 
a single lens reflex designed to 
handle so quickly and effort
lessly you'll hardly know it's 
there. You can compose, focus 
and set the aperture and shutter 
speed without taking your eye 
from the viewfinder. And always 
with the viewfinder at maximum 
brightness. That's because MC 
Rokkor lenses couple to the 
metering system, so the dia
phragm stays open and the view
finder stays bright until you 
shoot. Shutter speeds (1 to 
1/ 1000th sec. plus "8") and lens 
opening indicators are right next 
to the picture you're framing. 

And the SR-T 101 has a unique 
"CLC" through-the-Iens meter
ing system that automatically 
compensates to prevent under
exposure of dark areas in high 
contrast or uneven light situa
tions. 

Rokkor lenses are as fast-han
dling as the camera they're de
signed for. 8ecause each one 
(from 16 to 1000mm) goes on in 
seconds with a twist of its sturdy, 
solid bayonet mount. No tedious 
screw-thread mounting, Nowob
bly lenses, ever. 

The newest and most distinc
tive Mi nolta SR-T 101 is the one 
with a black body. It's a limited 
ed ition and comes with an MC 
Rokkor 58mmfl1.4 
as standard equi 
ment. The price 
of this gem is 

under $295. * 
The regular SR-T 101 is avail

able with a choice of 3 normal 
lenses. With the ultra-fast MC 
Rokkor 58mm f/1.2, it's under 
$335. * With the 58mm f/1.4, it's 
less than $285. * And under 
$245. * with an MC Rokkor 55mm 
f/1.7. 

The SR-1s is Minolta's least 
expensive SLR. It takes every 
lens and accessory in the SR 
system and has a list of fea
tures that would put many more 
costly cameras to shame. They 
include an MC Rokkor f/1.7Iens, 
auto-diaphragm, auto-return 
mirror, speeds to 1/1000th sec. 
and a microprism finder. All for 
under $175. * The accessory 
CdS meter is less than $25. 

When you start putting your 
SLR system together, start 
with something great. A 
Minolta SR. 



it can only get better. 
And bigger. And faster. Be

cause now Minolta has added 
three new high speed wide an
gie lenses to the Rokkor system. 

The new MC Rokkor 16mm 
f 12.8 is the fastest ultra-wi de
angle lens in the world. It cou
ples to the metering system of 
the Minolta SR-T 101. So the dia
phragm stays wide open until 

exposure for composing, focus
ing and aligning exposure in
dicators. At the instant of 
exposure, the diaphragm auto
matically closes down, and then 
re-opens automatically for the 
next exposure. With 11 elements 
in '8 groups, this lens covers a 
180 0 field diagonally, and lets 
you focus from 12 inches to in-

finity. And you get brilliantly 
sharp, frame-filling pic

tures with no vignetting. 
Fi Iter tu rret and su nshade 
are _ built in. Available 
early in 1970 at a price 
to be announced. 

The new MC Rokkor 
28mm f12.5 can't be bet

tered for speed. It has a 
fully automatic diaphragm 
that couples to the SR-T 
101 metering system. Plus 
patented "Achromatic" 
double coating and focus
ing from 1.5 feet to infinity. 
Nine elements in 7 groups, 
with a newly developed 
high index glass used to 

minimize aberrations over a 
78 0 field. Available immedi
ately for less than $175, in
cluding case and lens hood. 

The new MC Rokkor 35mm 
f11.8 is the fastest "35" in the 
world. With its medium-wide 
64 0 angle of coverage, focus

ing from 12 inches 
to infinity 
and avail

able light 

capabilities, this could be your 
next "normal" lens. A fully auto
matic diaphragm couples to the 
SR-T 101 metering system. Eight 
elements in 6 groups, including 
new high refractive index 
glasses, plus "Achromatic" dou
ble coating, add up to fantas
tically sharp, distortion free 
pictures and superb color rendi
tion. Under $175, including case 
and lens hood, and available 
right now. 

And for the first time, there's 
a 300mm Rokkor telephoto with 
an automatic diaphragm. The 
new MC Rokkor 300mm f 1 4.5 
stays at maximum aperture right 
up to the moment you shoot, 
closes down automatically and 
then re-opens automatically. 
Compact, lightweight styling and 
a built-in sunshade complete the 
package for hand-held tele 
shooting. Less than $270., in
cluding case, and available im
mediately. 

Each of the new Rokkor 
lenses, like every other Rokkor 
lens, is made by Minolta in Min
olta's own factories. From sand 
and rare-earth elements to raw 
glass to exquisitely polished 
lenses. Minolta does it all. It's 
the only way to precisely match 
optical performance to mechan
ical design. 

The Complete Rokkor Lens System 
local maximum 
length aperture diaphragm 
16mm 1/2.8 automatic' 
18mm 1/9.5 manual 
21mm 1/ 4 manual 
28mm 1/2.5 automatic' 
28mm 1/3.5 automatic' 
3Smm 1/1.8 automatic' 
3Smm 1/2.8 automatic' 
3Smm 114 manual 
S5mm 1/1.7 automatic' 
58mm 111 .2 automatic' 
58mm 1/1.4 automatic' 
100mm 112 automatic 
100mm 1/2.5 automatic" 
100mm tl3.S automatic' 
100mm tl4 manual 
135mm 112.8 automatic' 
135mm 113.5 automatic' 
13Smm 1/4 manual 
200mm 1/3.5 automatic' 
200mm 114.5 automatic' 
200mm liS manual 
300mm 1/4.5 automatic' 
1000mm tl6.3 manual 
50-100mm zoom 1/3.5 automatic 
80-160mm zoom tl3.S automatic 
160-500mm zoom 1/8 automatic 
SOmm macro tl3.S automatic" 
100mm short-mount 1/4 manual 

lor bellows 
135mm short-mount 1/4 manual 

lor bellows 

And lor its own lenses, Mlnolta makes 
its own lilters. A complete assortment: yellow, 
haze, orange , green, red , conversion, sky

light and polarizing. 

"Meter Coupled 



The Minolta SR Close-Up System: 
With the system of close-up, 

macro and micro photography 
for Minolta SR cameras, little 
things come across in a big way. 
You just add or take away various 
combinations of lenses or bel
lows or extension tubes to get 
precisely the picture you want. 

The newest Minolta macro ac
cessory is really a lot of acces
sories all wrapped up in a beau
tiful package called the Auto 
Bellows I Outfit. It's everything 
you need (plus some things you 

might not have thought of) for 
easy, exact close-up and macro 
work at magnification ratios from 
0.7x up to 2.8x with a 55mm lens. 

The Auto Bellows I couples to 
auto-diaphragm Rokkor lenses, 
so you can focus and compose 
with the viewfinder at maximum 
brightness. At the instant of ex
posure, the diaphragm closes 
down automatically to the cor
rect apertu re, and re-opens auto
matically for the next picture. 

The complete Outfit includes 

a sturdy focusing rail with en
graved magnification ratios and 
extension distances. Since it's 
detachable, this rail is also very 
convenient for all kinds of ex
tremely critical close-up focus
ing, and is lightweight and 
compact enough for easy hand
held shooting. And there's more: 
two precision holders make fast 
work out of slide or strip film 
copying. And a sturdy macro
stand simplifies positioning and 
focusing in specimen photog
raphy. 

The case for the Bellows I 
Outfit is shock resistant, with 
compartments for each compo
nent and room for camera, lens 

and film. The complete Outfit, 
including Auto Bellows I, 

focusing rail, macrostand, 
slide copier with strip 
film holders, measuring 
chain, step - down ring 
and case, under $180. 



For the little things in life. 
The ultimate i n M i nolta's 

close-up system is the MC Macro 
Rokkor 50mm f/3 .5Iens. Its auto
matic diaphragm couples to the 
metering system of the Minolta 
SR-T 101 and stays at maximum 
aperture except during expo
sure. So you can compose, 
focus, set shutter speed and 
aperture with the viewfinder at 
full brightness. Compensation 
fo r exposure is automatic, and 
magnification ratios and expo
sure factors appear automatic
ally on the lens barrel as you 
focus. 

And the MC Macro Rokkor is 
perfect for normal shooting, too, 
because it focuses from 9 inches 
to infinity and has a 45 ° angle of 
view. With intermediate tube and 
reversing ring (for pictures up to 
5 times life-size with a bellows) 
and case, it costs under $190. 
In the Minolta Macrokit, includ
ing SR-T 101 camera body and 
compartment case , it 's under 
$380. 

The new Minolta Extension 
Tube Set /I gives you another, 
less costly, way to get close-up 
and macro pictures. Five sepa
rate rings of various lengths 
permit 8 different com
binations for varying 
magnifications and let 

you get full - frame photos of 
areas as small as 1.0 x 1.5 inch. 
The complete set, under $20 . . 

For bellows photography on a 
budget, the new Mino/ta Bellows 
/II is ideal. It costs less than $35 
and will give you magnifications 
up to 2.8x life-size with the nor
mal 55mm Rokkor lens. For easy 
use, scales are engraved right 
on the single track. Optional ac
cessories include Minolta's slide 
copier with strip film holders, 
detachable focusing rail and 
macrostand. 

The new Auto Bellows Rokkor 
100mm f/4 is a short mount lens 
exclusively designed for bellows 
photography. With the Minolta 
Auto Bellows I, it automatically 
remains at maximum aperture 
before and after each exposure. 
Because it has a focusing range 
from 1:1 to infinity, this lens is 

also ideal as a portrait or me
dium telephoto lens when com
bined with a bellows. (With the 
MinoLta Bellows III, it works as a 
manual pre-set lens.) Under $70, 
with case. 

Mino/ta's close-up lens attach
ments. Each of these three 
attachments (#'s 0, 1 and 2) are 
uniquely constructed of 2-ele
ments each, with the finest opti
ca l g lass used to el i minate 
distortion. Each screws directly 
onto the front of a Rokkor lens 
to perm it substantially closer 
focusing without any other ac
cessories. Under $11 each. 

The two-piece Mino/ta Micro
scope Adaptor provides a pre
cision connection between the 
SR-T 101 and any microscope 
with an ocular tube between 
23r:nm and 29mm in diameter. 
Under $25. 

The Minolta Magnifier V pro
vides a 2.5x magnification for 
ultra-precise focusing. The 
Mino/ta Ang/efinder V permits 
viewing with the camera held 
below the eye. 





AUTOPAK 
550 



The Minolta Super-8's: 
For shooting or showing anything that moves. 

If it moves, shoot it. If it doesn't, 
shoot it anyhow. Almost any
thing worth watching is worth 
taking movies of. And the Minolta 
Autopak super-B's make movies 
what they're supposed to be: 
Easytotake.lnterestingtowatch. 

Think what you could do with 
the Mino/ta Autopak-8 K11. Our 
jazziest model. With the 6-to-1 
variable speed Rokkor f/ 1.B lens, 
you can power zoom from B.4mm 
wide angle to 50mm super-tele
photo. And do it in as few as 4 
seconds or as many as B. Per
fect exposure is never a prob
lem, because a fully automatic 
Cd8 electric eye measures the 
light through the lens and elec
tronically sets everything that 
has to be set. 

If you want to get creative, the 
Autopak-8 K11 makes it easy. 
You can deliberately under or 
over expose with a special con
trol. For other special effects, 
the electric motor drive runs at 

low and u ltra-slow motion 

Autopak-8 K11 

Autopak-8 S3 

speeds (plus regular, of course). 
And no matter what you dowith 

the Autopak-8 K11, you 'll always 
knowwhatyou 're doing. Because 
signals in the reflex viewfinder 
give you information about too 
l i ttle or too much light, lens 
opening and fi lm footage-even 
whether the built-in Type A filter 
is in place. 

With ' all these features, plus 
too many more to mention, the 
Autopak-8 K11 produces like a 

$350 camera. Except it costs un
der $250, plus case. 

Minolta also makes two other 
super-8 's with a little less jazz 
but just as much excitement. The 
Autopak-8 S6 is a lightweight, 
compact 6-to-1 zoom camera. 
Besides a super-sharp Rokkor 
lens that goes from 8.4mm wide 
angle to 50mm telephoto, you 
get ful ly automatic, through-the
lens exposure measurement, 
electric motor drive, through-the
lens viewing and focusing, auto
matic Type A filter and lots more. 
All for under $165, plus case. 
The Autopak-8 S3 is similar to 
the Autopak-8 86, except the 83 
has a 3-to-1 zoom lens and costs 
under $120, plus case. 

And, after you shoot it, Minolta 
has something to make it move 
again. The new Mino/ta Auto
dua/-8 Projector that threads it
self for no-fumble fun and adapts 
to all sizes of Bmm film (super-8, 
single-B and standard-8) . With a 
sharp f/1.4 Rokkor lens that 
zooms from 18-30mm, it lets you 
fill the screen from almost any
where in the room without mov
i ng. At under $130. it 's the 
projector to shoot for. 

Autopak-8 S6 



The Minolta 35mm Rangefinders: 
They let you find out how good you are. 

With 3 Minolta 35mm range
finders to choose from, you can 
get as much camera as you need. 

There's the Minolta Hi-matic 9, 
our most completely equipped 
model. It works 3 ways. Auto
matically, semi-automatically 
and manually. 

On "automatic", the Hi-matic 9 
sets its own lens opening and 
shutter speed. So if you know 
nothing about photography, you 
get beautiful pictures anyway. 
And if you know a lot about pho
tography, the Hi-matic 9 leaves 

you free to concentrate on the 
subject. (A lot of pros use it as a 
second camera.) "Semi-auto
matic" and "manual" are for 
when you want to make some or 
all of your own settings - for 
creative effects or special light
ing situations. for instance. 

"Easy Flash" is another fea
ture that makes the Hi-matic 9 
a joy to use. The lens automati
cally sets itself for flash as you 
focus. For all its versatility, the 
Hi-matic 9'costs under $11 0 (plus 
case), including a brilliant, 6-

element Rokkor f/1.7 lens. The 
Hi-matic 78 is similar to the Hi
matic 9 but without "Easy Flash". 
It costs under $95, plus case. 

The Mino/ta AL-F is small 
enough to hide in a pocket, yet 
has everything you need for 
great 35mm photography. An 
electric eye sets the lens open
ing automatically. And "Easy 
Flash" gives you perfectly ex
posed fl ash pi ctu res. You set the 
shutter speed yourself, up to 
1/ 500th sec. for stop-action 
shooting. $75, plus case. 



The Minolta Subminiatures: 
A little something for the big shots in your life. 

Small as they are, Minolta 
16mm subminiatures can cover 
all the important people and 
places you want to photograph. 
You get sharp, wallet-size black
and-white or color prints. Or bril
liantly detailed color slides. All 
from convenient instant-loading 
film cartridges. 

Top of the line is the Minolta 
16-MG.lt features a built-in elec
tric eye that automatically meas
ures light for perfect exposures. 
There'sa4-elementoptical-glass 
Rokkor f/2.8 lens and a built-in 
close-up 'lens for photographing 
documents, -portraits or close
up's from a$ close as 26 inches . . 
AU these features, and more, are 

all packed into a 4" camera that's 
beautifully finished in brushed 
metal and ready to travel any
where in pocket or purse. Under 
$91 in a velvet-lined presenta
tion case with wrist chain, cam
era case, flashgun and case and 
color.film. 16-MG with wrist chain 
and case only, under $80. 

The Minolta 16-1/ features ex
clusive "push-pull" operation 
that automatically advances the 
film, frame counter, cocks the 
shutter and prevents double ex
posure. It has an optical-glass 
Rokkor f/2.8 lens and a shutter 
that goes to 1/500th of a second 
for sports and action shots. All 
in a camera that stands just 3V2 
inches high. Camera, case, flash
gun and its case, accessory 
adapter and color film in a gift 
pack, under $50. Camera and 
case alone, under $40. 

The Mino/ta 16-Ps features 
an easy-to-use "Weather Dial" 

that automatically sets the lens 
for perfect exposure. And the 
Rokkor f/3.5 glass lens is always 
in focus. The 16-Ps is just 4 
inches high and weighs in at a 
scant 5 ounces. It's yours for 
under $40, in a gift kit with case, 
flashgun and its case, accessory 
adapter and color film. Camera 
and case alone, under $30. 

The Mini 16 was specially de
signed by Minolta to project 
16mm slides. It's lightweight and 
compact, so you can carry it 
anywhere. A special optical sys
tem and sharp Rokkor lens lets 
you fill a 30" x 40" screen from 
less than 12' away. Supplied with 
vinyl carrying case, single slide 
changer and lamp, under $40. 

16-MG 



The Minolta name means Minolta quality. 
Before anything gets to be 

named "Minolta", it has to earn 
the name. By meeting and sur
passing photography's highest 
standards of performance and 
craftsmanship. So, no matter 
what the Minolta product, from 
an advanced camera to the 
smallest flashgun, one "feature" 
never changes : unequalled 
quality. 

The Minolta Autocord is a 
good example. Since its intro
duction more than a decade ago, 
it has become a standard of 
quality for 21/4 x 2% inch twin
lens-reflex cameras. Its ultra
sharp Rokkor 75mm lens is one 
reason why. As is easy, one
hand operation for focusing and 
shutter release. And a cture-

Deluxe /II Flash 

size reflex finder that's so bright 
and sharp you'll forget it's there. 
Under $114, pi us case. 

The Minolta Viewmeter 9 is a 
completely different kind of CdS 
reflected light meter. With an 
eye level finder that lets you 
sight as you would with a cam
era, and shows you precisely 
what part of your subject is being 
read for exposure. Its go angle 
of acceptance eliminates the 
need to move in for close-ups. A 
single two-way pushbutton locks 
needle in "correct reading" po
sition. Easy-to-read scales for 
still and movie exposure. With 
case, under $55. 

The Minolta Electroflash is an 
electronic flash that automati
cally prevents under-exposed 
pictures due to weak batteries. 
Twin neon signal lights indicate 
battery power, tell you how to 
set correct guide number for 
high or low power output. Works 
on AC or batteries. Swivels 90 
degrees for vertical or horizon
tal operation. At under $35, the 
Minolta Electroflash belongs in 
your camera bag. 

The compact Minolta DuoFit-S 
Flashgun fires AG-1 flashbulbs. 

Viewmeter 9 

Use it on cameras with "hot" 
accessory shoes or plug into 
cameras with cord outlets. Un
der $8, with case. 

The Minolta Deluxe III Flash
gun uses all flash bulbs (AG, M2 
and bayonet type) . For cord and 
cordless contact. Folding fan 
reflector swivels to 5 click-stop 
positions for head-on and 
bounce flash. Under $11, with 
case. 

With the Mini 35 Projector, 
Minolta makes viewing 35mm 
slides as easy as taking them. 
Small enough to carry anywhere, 
the Mini 35 has a precision 
Rokkor lens and special optical 
system to fill a 30 x 40" screen 
from just 8 feet away. Under $40, 
including slide changer, lamp 
and case. Unique wide angle and 
telephoto lens attachments are 
available at under $13 each. 

If its first name is Minolta, you 
can be sure it's photographic 
equipment you'll 
be proud to own. 
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